Introduction
What is granular computing? As we have said in [6] : There are no mathematically valid formal definitions yet. Informally, any computing theory/technology that involves elements and granules (generalized subsets) may be called granular computing (GrC). Intuitively, elements are the data, and granules are the basic knowledge. So granular computing includes data and knowledge computing/engineering, data mining, knowledge discovery, learning and the uncertainty management (granules of no knowledge). We may lump these subfields into AI-Engineering.
Here granules will be interpreted as generalized subsets that include classical subsets, fuzzy subsets, and sets with neighborhood systems (e.g., the α cut as neighborhood systems of the cores). As fuzzy sets are defined by membership functions which are bounded real-valued functions, so we will extend further to all functions, even to generalized functions (e.g. Dirac functions), measures/probabilities, generalized measures (e.g. belief functions). In this paper, we will explain two killer applications.
What was the initial idea?
To have a better overview, it might be helpful to re-visit the route how the label was coined. In the Fall 1996, Professor Lotfi Zadeh recommended granular mathematics to be an area of research during my sabbatical leave at Berkeley. After spinning through some random thoughts, I decided to restrict the scope to a subset and named it granular computing (GrC) [7] .
My first reaction to the term granular mathematics was that it was some sort of uncertainty mathematics. Earlier in the study of approximate retrievals, we had assigned each point a set of neighborhoods, each of which is an abstract "radius of errors" [?] . So the neighborhood system came in as a first natural choice of the model for granular computing from the prospect of uncertainty. However, it quickly find its way into data mining, learning and computer security.
Interestingly, once the term was changed to granular computing, the notion of "divide and conquer" slipped into the picture, and is extended to "granulate and conquer." So a component of problem solving was added into granular computing. We granulate human body into neck, head, body and etc. This addition was very natural.
Another result, prio to GrC, but related to, is a mathematical model, called rough logic government, in which we integrated the hard (differential geometric method on nonlinear control) and soft computing into a formal model of fuzzy control [?] . This model is a consequence of "fuzzy granulate" and "conquer."
Chinese Wall Security Policy-GrC on Binary Relations
Here is the first "killer" application to computer security. Brewer and Nash's security analysis was very inspiring and well received in the conference. Unfortunately, their mathematical model has fundamental errors. We pointed out the error immediately and proposed (the same year) a modified model, called an aggressive Chinese Wall Security Policy model (ACWSP) [2] At that time, the essential strengths of that ACWSP model was not brought out. Recent development of GrC reveals the strength of ACWSP model, the original intuitive intention/goal of Brewer and Nash "theory" can be established [4] .
The success of ACWSP Model has fundamental impact to the information flow model the Discretionary Access Control Model (DAC). It has been known to be a very difficulty problem that was the partial reasons, in my view, the Mandatory Access model (the military security) was pursued. The central notion of DAC is that the owner of an object has discretionary authority on the access rights of that objects. The owner x of the dataset X may grant the read access of X to a user y who owns a dataset Y. The user y may make a copy into his dataset Y. We will summarize the above grant access procedure, as a direct information flow (DIF) from X to Y. In other words, DAC can only regulate DIF. CWSP is BN's attempt to control the information flow on DAC.
Let O be the set of all objects (corporate data 
Capturing the Semantics of Web by Combinatorial Topology
In last section, we investigate binary granulation. In this one, we will touch on a more general case. Let us recall that the notion of a set based granular model is a pair (U, β), where U is the universe (a classical set) and β a family of subsets of U [6] . Here is a simple but non-trivial example: We set U = {x, y, z} and β to be the power set of U . We want to visualize x, y, z as the unit points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) in Euclidean 3-space. Next let us enumerate its power set systematically. (1) {x, y, z} is the whole universe, we think of it as the open triangle that spanned by these three points; no segments and vertexes are included. This is called a 2-simplex; here 2 refer to dimension two. (2) The following three subsets {y, z}, {x, z}, {x, y, } will be regarded as open segments; they are called 1-simplexes (3) {x}, {y}, {z} are the three 0-simplexs (vertexes). This particular granular model is a very special simplical complex, , called closed simplex [5] in combinatorial topology. Now we will consider the set of all important tokens of a document set. Technically speaking they are tokens that have high TFIDF values and SUPPORT. [5] . Intuitively, they are important not only in one documents (high TFIDF), but also in many documents (SUPPORT); note that there are delicate relationship between the two measures. A token with high TFIDF and SUPPOR will be called keywords. The next important notion is n d -keywordset. It is a set of co-occurrence n keywords that are at most d tokens apart, moreover this set has high SUPPORT. In the case d and n are understood, we abbreviate it as keywordset.
With thee preparation, we consider a granular model whose universe is the set of all keyword and its β is the set of all n d -keywordsets. This model is called simplical complex, if it meets the arprior condition, which is obviously true. Apriori condition: Any q-subset of n-keywordset is a q-keywordset for q ≤ n.
Theorem 2 Let A and B be two document sets, where B is a translation of A, then the simplical complexes of A and B are isomorphic.
This theorem is striking: We can determine whether two sets of documents of different languages are saying the same thing, even before the translation.
